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The United Kingdom Limited Partnership -
The Ultimate Pass Through Tax Entity

There are many characteristics that make a business structure attractive, but one of
the most beneficial is “Pass Through” or “Disregarded” tax treatment. This means that the
entity itself is not taxed, but that the owners of the entity are taxed on their share of the
entity’s profits. This is often beneficial in that it avoids double taxation, but also because
there  are  often  exceptions  which  can  result  in  zero  taxation.  The  United  Kingdom
Limited Partnership (hereinafter the UK LP) provides just such a feature.

The  UK LP legislation  was  established  in  1907  and  has  remained  essentially
unchanged since then. It is easy to establish, and once established requires zero reporting
since  it  is  a  truly  100%  "pass  through"  entity.  The  income  from  the  partnership  is
attributed to the partners without the need to file a partnership tax return in the UK. If the
partners are not in the UK and the income is not derived from UK business, there will be
no UK taxes and thereby no reports that need to be filed.

The  most  common and easiest  way to  use  the  UK LP is  to  use  our  nominee
General  Partner with a non-economic interest  in the UK LP (that  is a 0% interest  in
ownership of the UK LP), and then the client is the sole Limited Partner. The advantages
of this system is an ease in obtaining access to European bank accounts. We suggest using
this system with a bank account in the Republic of Georgia. Banking in the Republic of
Georgia  is  very  advanced,  safe,  and  provides  easy  online  access.  The  laws  of  the
Republic of Georgia are also very advanced and open. 

Another  more  advanced option  is  to  have  your  own US LLC be  the  General
Partner (whether owned by you, a friend, etc.), a Bahamas Trust owns a 99% interest, and
the client owns a 1% interest which is below any reporting threshold. As long as there is
at least one individual partner of the UK LP there will be no need to report anything to
anyone, or to maintain audited accounts.

Now you may ask, why doesn't everyone know about the UK LP? The primary
reason that the UK LP is not more commonly used is that it is really not the ideal entity to
use if you are a UK resident or a UK business that is taxable under the UK tax system.
The Limited Company or another corporate entity would probably be much better, and



give you better tax treatment in the UK. As such it is used primarily by non-UK residents
who do not make a lot of noise about it since it really is a nice little secret.

Another option is to have the US LLC as the General Partner obtain a US bank
account on behalf of the UK LP. It is not unusual for a General Partner to maintain the
accounts of a Limited Partnership in the name of the General Partner. Because of this it is
a simple way of using the UK LP while maintaining accounts in the USA. Under this
system, if the client was a non-resident of the USA and owned 100% of the US LLC
(another “disregarded” tax entity) the client would not be obligated to pay US income
taxes  on  the  income  of  the  UK LP as  long  as  the  source  of  the  LP income  is  not
considered US Source Income.

 
There are many different ways of configuring the UK LP, and each might provide

specific benefits for different clients depending upon the circumstances. Please feel free
to contact us to discuss your options.

NOTE FOR CITIZENS/RESIDENTS OF THE USA:

There has been a growing number of individuals who reside in the USA or who
are US citizens contacting us asking, “How can this system work for me?”  It is possible
to arrange the system in such a way as to give residents and citizens of the USA the same
benefits  as  those described herein.   However,  it  is  very important that  the system be
established with great care.  We encourage you to contact us in order to arrange a private
evaluation with one of our licensed US attorneys.

List of Additional Services

∙ Virtual Office Headquarters including mail drop and fax number.  Contact us for 
more information.

∙ A detailed written legal evaluation and legal advisory regarding tax structure and 
status. $5,000.00 US and up.

∙ Telephone line with voice mail.  Please contact us for more information.
∙ Internet Services such as web-hosting and emails. Varies
∙ Application to establish whole life insurance policy with paid up premium, or 

annuity. Varies



ORDER FORM
The UK Limited Partnership Structure

CLIENT:________________________________________________________ DATE:____________, 20___

ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________________________________

BUS. PHONE:____________________________________ FAX:_________________________________

EMAIL:_________________________________________ OTHER:______________________________

I agree to retain Alexander John Hay, Attorney to provide the following services:

☐ UK Limited Partnership $ 1,500.00 US
Includes preparation of the Limited Partnership Agreement, Registration of the UK Limited Partnership, and certified copies of final 
package. If a Nominee General Partner us used an annual fee of $500.00 will be charged after the first year.

☐ US Limited Liability Company $ 2,500.00 US
Includes a US LLC to act as General Partner, the first year Annual Registered Agent and Office fees of $500.00, and the first year 
Nominee Manager services of $500.00. Delaware annual fees are an additional expense to be paid by client.

☐ International Privacy Trust $ 1,500.00 US
An International Privacy Trust (usually in the Bahamas), assistance in structuring of the trust in order to provide maximum asset 
protection and estate planning benefits, and the first Annual Trustee Fees of $1,000.00, and the Annual Protector fee of $500.00. The 
International Privacy Trust will normally be the Limited Partner of the UK LP.

☐ Establish Georgian Bank Account for UK LP $ 1,500.00 US
Includes a business bank account in the Republic of Georgia with online banking, debit card, etc. Includes obtaining all necessary 
certification of all company documents as required by the banks.

PLUS INITIAL DEPOSIT (MINIMUM $500.00): $____________________________

☐ Establish US Bank Account for US LLC $ 2,500.00 US
Includes a US business bank account with online banking, checks, debit card, etc.

 
PLUS INITIAL DEPOSIT (MINIMUM $500.00): $____________________________

Preferred Name for the UK Limited Partnership (e.g., ABC Holdings Limited Partnership):

_______________________________________________________________________________

Preferred Name for the US Limited Liability Company (e.g., ABC Holdings LLC or Ltd Co, etc.):

_______________________________________________________________________________

Preferred Name for the International Privacy Trust (e.g., ABC Holdings Trust):

_______________________________________________________________________________

I acknowledge and agree to the above fee arrangement: X__________________________________________________
CLIENT SIGNATURE

PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS
∙ Print document and complete data in clear block letters. Then sign. 
∙ Fax to +1-419-710-4339 (USA Number) or email to ahay@alexander-hay.com 
∙ Upon receipt of email or fax we will send you an invoice with payment instructions and more information on formation

procedures.
∙ Upon receipt of final payment we will confirm and complete the package with any additional details required as 

requested.

MISCELLANEOUS
1.  Work foreseen in this agreement will include only the preparation of the paperwork, telephone 
calls, and shipping and delivery of documents.
2.  This case is being accepted subject to review by supervising consultant.  Upon review it may be 
declined.  If declined, any fees accepted will be refunded.
3.  The retainer is non-refundable and represents the minimum fee for accepting this case.  Failure to 
keep account up to date may result in withdrawal of representation by consultant.

4.  Client shall keep consultant informed of any changes of address and/or phone numbers.
5.  Client must respond within a reasonable time to requests for information, documents, etc.
NOTE: This system may not provide immediate asset protection if there are prior creditors and 
liabilities.


